BOLDVAN.com Brings EDI Value Added Networks 'VANs' into the 21st Century With a Revolutionary New Pricing Model That Will Change the Industry Forever

BOLDVAN is the first and only EDI value-added network (VAN) company to offer trading partner pricing with no limit on the amount of data being transferred. This industry-changing concept will save customers 40% to 80% each month.

WESTLAKE, Ohio, July 30, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIR) -- via PRWEB - For more than 35 years, EDI VANs have been invoicing companies based on the number of kilo characters they send and/or receive. This creates a confusing, hard to manage fee structure that is grossly inflated.

Today, with billions of people online, cloud infrastructures, and advanced networks, the cost of moving data is a fraction of what it used to be. The number of trading partners more accurately reflects the effort required to support its customers. As a result, BOLDVAN allows unlimited data; BOLDVAN customers typically save 40% - 80% per month.

BOLDVAN is built on a secure, feature-rich infrastructure that boasts industry leading 99.99+% uptime and unparalleled personal customer support. BOLDVAN’s global platform routes over 1.8 million interchanges to tens of thousands of trading partners each month.

Within BOLDVAN's state-of-the-art online portal, customers can search, view and reprocess documents. Unlike other value added networks, BOLDVAN’s portal provides access to data for a minimum of 90 days.

How does BOLDVAN pricing work? Each month customers are only billed for the number of trading partners with whom they exchange data. The bill is that simple and never includes any fees based on amount of data exchanged.BOLDVAN’s new service is quick and easy to setup: customers simply subscribe online and their mailbox is created and activated within minutes. Subscribers are sent a link to create their profile and a test document is placed in their mailbox.

BOLDVAN's message to anyone that exchanges EDI data: Be a hero. Show your organization you care about its well-being. BE BOLDVAN! Sign up today and start saving with BOLDVAN, the pioneer in trading partner pricing.

For more information on BOLDVAN or to contact sales visit, http://www.BOLDVAN.com or call 844-BOLDVAN.

This article was originally distributed on PRWeb. For the original version including any supplementary images or video, visit http://www.prweb.com/releases/2014/07/prweb12043734.htm
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